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1.

Increasingly Back-ended and longer Payment Terms

In connection with the changing market dynamics over the last few years,
we have seen an increasing trend in the capital goods export sector
towards back-ended and longer payment terms. Whereas in the past
customary payment terms were composed of an advance payment of
15% to 30% of the export contract value, interim payments during the
manufacturing phase of up to 50% of delivery volume and final payments
at delivery and acceptance of the relevant capital equipment, Swiss
exporters are increasingly forced to offer and accept back-ended and/or
longer terms of payment due to competitive pressure, with typically a
small down-payment at signing of the export contract, small interim
payments (if any) and remaining substantial payments due only at
delivery and acceptance of the export goods. We have already been
involved in export transactions with a relatively long delivery period of
approx. 2 years and with payments due only in full (100%) upon delivery
of the relevant capital goods. This trend to back-ended and longer
payment terms is an issue that affects in particular small and mediumsized (SME) Swiss exporters.
A recently published survey1 among 300 export-oriented Swiss
companies by the Bern University of Applied Sciences and Euler Hermes,
the leading provider of trade related credit insurance solutions, comes to
a similar conclusion. The survey states that the majority of Swiss exporters
(78%) primarily use advance payments to mitigate political and
delcredere risks. In this regard, the survey revealed that the majority of
companies, most of them SMEs with between10 and 250 employees, can
enforce payment terms, which on average consist of an advance payment
of 30%, an additional 30% milestone payment at factory acceptance and
a final payment at delivery. 67% of companies reported that they can
enforce advance payments of up to 100% in certain cases. However, in
this aspect, the survey does not make any statement if such advance
payments need to be secured by advanced payment guarantees on
behalf of the exporter. The latter often leads to a situation where the
benefit for the exporter from a cash flow perspective remains rather
1

2016 Swiss Export Risk Monitor, www.ti.bfh.ch/exportrisiko_monitor
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limited if the exporter’s cash or other assets have to serve as
collateral/security for the issuance of such bank guarantees. From the
survey results it can also be concluded that Swiss exporters expect that
prepayments as risk mitigation instrument will rather decrease in the near
future. This means, it is anticipated that the amount of advance payment,
which can be demanded from clients, most probably will be lower in the
future due to increasing competition.
2.

Pressure on Cash Flows and Liquidity

The time lag from
generating positive cash
flow
and
outgoing
payments during the
delivery / manufacturing
phase of a certain project
can create cash flow and
liquidity shortfalls for an
exporter. Depending on
the timing difference
between outgoing and
incoming payments, the cash balance for a specific project can be
significantly negative over a certain period of time.
In such circumstances,
the exporter needs to
rely on existing cash
reserves and/or working
capital financing, which
will fill any negative cash
flow gaps, enabling the
company to function
normally until operating
cash
outs
can
be
consistently covered by
incoming payments.

1
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3.

Working Capital Financing supported by SERV

Many small and mid-sized Swiss exporters find it hard to get working
capital financing at favourable terms and conditions in terms of pricing
and collateral requirements. In this case,
working capital finance
based
on
credit insurance from
the Swiss Export Risk
Insurance SERV can
be an attractive way
for Swiss exporters to
finance any negative
cash flow during the
delivery phase of a
certain project.
The key concept behind SERV’s working capital insurance is to provide
Swiss exporters with easier access to advantageous working capital
financing by granting credit insurance to banks in relation to a specific
export transaction. The insurance covers the relevant bank’s claims for
repayment and interest from the exporter under the specific working
capital loan. In order to be eligible for SERV support, the relevant project
must meet the prevailing SERV rules.
4.

What are the Benefits of SERV’s Working Capital Insurance?

The main benefits for the exporters are access to working capital
financing at preferential interest rates and that there is no necessity for
further collateral (for instance in form of cash deposit), which preserves
the company’s liquidity. In addition, existing working capital credit lines
will be available for other projects.
SERV always grants the credit cover in relation to a specific export
transaction. SERV’s risk assessment is therefore driven to a large extent by
the specific transaction and to a lesser extent by the overall
creditworthiness of the exporter. This means, also exporters or even startup companies with a limited credit rating or credit history can benefit
from SERV’s support in form of working capital insurance if the relevant
export transaction is compliant with SERV’s requirements.

1
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However, there is yet another important advantage. The availability of
working capital financing also enhances the exporter’s competitiveness
allowing them greater flexibility in the negotiation of the terms of
payment (for instance in form of back-ended and/or longer terms of
payment) and/or in the setting of prices (for instance in form of better
prices for clients), which can create a competitive advantage.
Consequently, from our point of view, Swiss exporters should absolutely
and proactively use the possibility of SERV covered working capital
financing as financial sales support instrument in order to support their
sales pipeline.
5.

How We can support You

Over the last few years, AIL has supported and advised various small and
mid-sized Swiss exporters in different industries and markets in arranging
of project specific SERV backed working capital financing. For our
customers we provide tailor-made services including
•
•

•
•
•
•

1

Identification of working capital needs related to the specific project
and evaluation of project specific risks
Advising generally on structuring and negotiating the delivery
contract – particularly from the point of view terms of payment and
financing (thanks to our longstanding experience we are familiar with
the pitfalls of supply contracts and can provide you with genuine
added-value in this context)
Preparation of SERV application for working capital insurance
Coordination of the entire financing process and act as point of
contact to the relevant bank and SERV
Support in the negotiation of the relevant working capital loan
agreement with a view to close the working capital financing at the
most favourable market conditions
Generally advising on common market practices regarding working
capital financing

2016 Swiss Export Risk Monitor, www.ti.bfh.ch/exportrisiko_monitor
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As independent financial advisory firm, we are glad to act as a «one-stop
shop» for financial issues in respect of our customers export activities.
Thanks to our proven broad international network in the financial sector
and our comprehensive market knowledge, we are capable, on behalf of
the exporter, to evaluate suitable banks and risk underwriters for the
specific export project. Our principle is to set up for any specific export
transaction the ideal financing structure combined with the optimal risk
mitigation and to close the respective financing under the most
favourable market conditions. Needless to say that such a structuring
solution also takes into consideration the size of the project and any other
specific request an exporter might have in the financing support of its
sales pipeline.

Contact
AIL Structured Finance Ltd
Schaffhauserstr. 418
CH-8050 Zurich / Switzerland
www.ailsf.ch
Attn:
Andres Heusser
Phone: +41 43 299 62 11
Email: andres.heusser@ailsf.ch

1

Thomas Enz
+41 43 299 62 08
thomas.enz@ailsf.ch
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AIL Structured Finance’s Services for
Small and Medium-sized enterprises “SME”’s
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The services provided by AIL Structured Finance are available not only for
major projects and large companies, but also for small projects (e.g. with a
delivery value not exceeding CHF 5 million) with an international focus.
During the past months, AIL has e.g. worked on several smaller
transactions from the three main linguistic regions of Switzerland. The aim
of this article is to explain by means of practical examples, how exporters
can achieve a competitive advantage by offering tailor made financing
solutions to their customers and financial sales support.

1.

Risk Assessment

The evaluation and assessment of risks and its mitigation
AIL’s mandate often starts with a detailed risk assessment of the project. A
first evaluation aims to review the most relevant aspects of a project:
-

-

The contractual and project structure (see also “Structuring”)
Specific commercial terms of the delivery contract (see also “Advices
on commercial issues of delivery contracts”)
The profile of the customer, its creditworthiness, available security
package and an assessment of the payment risk (see also “Payment
Security Concept”)
Project cash flow (see also working capital insurance)
Political and regulatory risk profile of the project
Currency risk

Once the risk evaluation has been completed, AIL works out a project
specific risk mitigation action list. Possible risk mitigation measures are
described further down in this article within the relevant section.

1
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2.

Structuring Solutions

Suppliers occasionally receive special requests from customers that do not
fit in their common contractual framework. In order to reduce the
exporter’s commercial risks or even just to come in a position to enter into
a new contract, it might be necessary to adapt the contractual structure.
Such amendments might also be necessary to get an export delivery
contract in place which is eligible for a SERV cover (or to potentially
maximise the SERV cover) in order to ease the financing of the delivery
contract, if requested. Such structuring solutions are mainly based on a
tailor made approach.
As an example, a client of AIL once received from a customer, a
government entity in an Asian country, a request for the delivery of a
printing machine amounting to EUR 4 million and rolling materials thereof
(total value for 4 years of production: EUR 3 million) for the production of
security printings.
This Asian customer made a request for financing to the exporter for the
printing machine and to pay for the rolling materials only once the security
printings have been paid to him. AIL’s client proposed a five year financing
solution for the machine and, on a cash basis, quarterly instalments for the
rolling materials.
The financing of the machine, backed by a SERV insurance policy, was not
the main issue in this project. The bigger challenge was the fact that, since
the Asian customer wanted to avoid any potential cashflow shortfalls, he
was not willing to prepay for the rolling materials if he had not been paid
for the security printings before. Under these conditions an ordinary
insurance which would cover the non-payment risk of the rolling materials
could not been concluded. This at least as long as there was no firm
commitment from the Asian customer to pay for the produced (but not
necessarily sold to end customers) security printings.
A first step in the structuring of the contract was to define the different
payment cash flows of the printing machine and the rolling materials.
While it has been agreed that the printing machine could be financed
under an ordinary supplier credit scheme with a repayment period of five
years, further negotiations were needed to elaborate a scheme for the
payment of the rolling materials. At this stage, AIL assisted its client in the
development of possible structures and payment terms, still allowing a
SERV cover and thus reducing the exporter’s risks towards its Asian
customer.

2
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Finally, it was agreed that the Asian customer would firmly commit to buy a
fixed amount of rolling material per year for the entire duration of five
years. The amount committed was fixed and at the same time linked to a
minimum of sales expectations. This procedure was defined in order to
avoid that the Asian customer has to pay for rolling materials which could
not be printed during the same year. The payment of rolling materials was
defined to occur quarterly, on the basis of the effectively sold security
printings. At the end of the year, and for the case that not all the security
printing had been sold, the Asian customer was obliged to pay for the
delivered rolling materials anyway. For the year’s two to five, the same
procedure applied.
With this solution, AIL’s client was able to secure the cash flow streams for
the deliveries of the rolling materials on a yearly basis, backed by a SERV
insurance, covering the non-payment risk of its Asian customer based on
his commitment to pay for a certain minimum of rolling materials at least at
the end of each year.

3.

Advice on Commercial Issues of Delivery Contracts

An important issue of the risk assessment is the study of the draft of the
delivery contract. As a cornerstone of the commercial relation between the
exporter and the buyer, the delivery contract shall also be analysed under
the perspective of the risk exposure taken by the exporter. AIL does not
give any legal advice; however certain clauses of a delivery contract are
important to assess the level of risks. Typical issues and clauses to pay
particular attention are for instance:
- Contractual partner: who is your customer? What is its financial strength
and its track record? If its balance sheet is not sufficient for the value of the
delivery contract, can the customer provide additional securities (e.g.
guarantee of the mother company)?
- Payment terms: on the one hand, if a financing solution is requested, the
payment terms must be compliant with the rules and regulations
applicable by the export credit agencies such as SERV; on the other hand,
are the advance and interim payments agreed sufficient to pre-finance the
works and orders to sub-contractors?
-

-

Guarantees: What sorts of guarantees are asked to be provided by the
bank of the exporter? Is the requirement (type, amount, duration) in
line with the common practice?
Effectiveness of the contract: does the contract come into force at
signing or are there preconditions to be fulfilled prior coming into
3
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-

-

4.

force? Is it possible for the exporter to start its work at contract
effectiveness date or does the exporter faces any risks while starting
the works without contract effectiveness?
Termination: how is the termination defined? What are the
consequences for the exporter in case of a termination? Is there an
indemnification process defined in the contract?
What are the contract language, the applicable law and jurisdiction? Is
this an issue for the exporter?

Pre-shipment Risk

A supplier concluding a delivery contract can face the risk of a cancellation
(for instance due to political events or the insolvency of the buyer) of a
contract even before the delivery of its product has started. The longer the
duration of the delivery period is set, the bigger the risk of a cancellation.
In case the supplier delivers a standard machine or product, the risk may
remain limited, as the machine or the product could still be sold without
loss (or with limited loss) to another client.
However, in case of tailor made equipment, it could be difficult to find an
equivalent buyer for the equipment produced. This pre-shipment risk, also
called manufacturing risk, can be covered by SERV, alternatively another
export risk credit insurance or also the private insurers.
The key drivers for the assessment of the pre-shipment risks are:
-

The buyer and its country domicile
The risk duration and the project specific delivery schedule
The risk exposure/project cash flow profile during the delivery period

The risk exposure profile during the delivery period is the main factor that
can be influenced by the exporter. First of all, every down and interim
payment received by the supplier before a delivery help to reduce the
exporter’s risk exposure accordingly. Second, the supplier should bear in
mind that a potential resale of equipment, or also only the resale or re-use
only of certain components for other project(s) can substantially reduce the
exposure.
AIL has a broad experience in the mitigation of pre-shipment risks and is
glad to assist the supplier in the assessment of its risk exposure during the
construction / delivery period and, consequently, find an appropriate
insurance solution to mitigate the pre-shipment risk.

4
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Financing solutions for export projects with a non-favourable cash flow
profile for the exporter (e.g. managing a negative cash-flow and working
capital situation during the delivery period)
A couple of years ago SERV launched a new insurance product called
“Working Capital Insurance”. This product aims to support small and
medium sized enterprises (SME) to get an easier access to working capital
credit bank facilities in order to finance their working capital needs in
relation with a specific export project. This for instance due to
unfavourable payment terms defined in a delivery contract (e.g. strong
negative project cash flow during the delivery period).
AIL has supported different clients in several projects to receive a project
specific working capital insurance coverage, making it easier to conclude a
working capital facility with a bank to attractive terms and conditions.
Another advantage of this finance instrument, in particular for SME’s, is
that a) it creates some flexibility for the supplier, since he has the choice of
the percentage of the delivery contract which should be financed by the
facility and which part out of its own means and b) SERV covered working
capital facilities are normally based on quite standardized bank facility
agreements; this helps to reduce the complexity of a credit agreement and
to keep the legal costs to a reasonable level.
One of AIL clients has concluded a contract with a governmental entity in
an African country for the delivery of a test facility amounting to approx.
CHF 1.5 million. Payment terms had already been defined in the tender
documentation and the supplier had no possibility to renegotiate them.
The tender stipulated a down payment of 10%, with a final payment at
delivery of 90%. As a consequence of these pre-defined payment terms,
the project cash flow was strongly negative. In order to cope with the nonfavourable payment conditions of the project without jeopardizing other
projects or the company, the supplier decided to apply for a SERV working
capital insurance coverage.
In relation with this project, AIL’s services first consisted in the evaluation
of the project specific risks as well as the assistance to the supplier to
determinate its working capital needs. Based on these analyses, AIL
prepared the application for a SERV insurance cover in favour of the
supplier and coordinated with the client’s house bank the application for a
SERV working capital insurance (application for the working capital
insurance has to be carried out by the financing bank). A final step was to

5
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comment the bank’s credit facility agreement on behalf of the exporter
and to give advice on common market practise.
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6.

Contract and Counter Guarantees

After the conclusion of a delivery contract, the supplier often is faced with
the requirement to issue a guarantee for the down payments to be
received. SMEs may have difficulties to get the necessary bonding lines or
only receive such bonding lines by depositing the corresponding cash
amount. As a consequence and from a cash flow perspective the down
payment agreed does not really make sense anymore.
AIL advised a SME-client, who signed a contract amounting to CHF 18
millions’, represented a substantial part of its annual turnover, for the
delivery of a furnace to an industrial customer in a country of the Middle
East. As a pre-condition for the contract effectiveness, the supplier had to
provide a guarantee of 5% of the total delivery value, i.e. CHF 0.9 million.
The supplier’s house bank would have accepted to issue the requested
guarantee only against the deposit of an equivalent cash amount.
Considering the supplier’s rather tight cash situation, the bank’s position
strongly threatened the supplier’s position to enter into this promising
contract.
AIL supported its client in finding an appropriate solution and gave
assistance in the SERV application process for the installation of a counter
guarantee. Beside the due diligence of the project, SERV also exercised a
due diligence of the supplier. Based on these results SERV agreed to issue
a counter guarantee as applied to the supplier’s house bank, which in its
turn then issued the guarantee in favour of the supplier’s customer.

7.

Payment Security Concept

At the time of the conclusion of a delivery contract, one main risk of the
supplier consists in the credit risk, meaning to be paid for the good or
service delivered. It is primary in the responsibility of the supplier to make
sure that its counterparty (the buyer) is creditworthy; this is also known as
“know your client” principle.
Also in the case of a positive credit risk assessment, it is clear that still
many factors (e.g. political, macro-economic, etc.) can affect the
creditworthiness of the buyer. In order to mitigate these risks, several
instruments can be used:

6
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-

A letter of credit
An insurance of SERV
An insurance of a private insurer
Sales / discount of (future) receivables

All above listed instruments imply that the buyer has a sufficient
creditworthiness and is well accepted by a bank (e.g. in the case of using a
letter of credit or the discount of receivables), an insurer (in the case of the
use of an insurance cover from SERV or a private insurer) or a factoring
company (sales or discount of receivables). However, should the bank, the
insurer or the factoring company refuse to take the payment risk of the
buyer, there still can be other alternatives.
A first solution is to identify a solvent guarantor for the payment of the
supplier’s invoices in the environment of the buyer, for instance its mother
company or a strong business / project partner. If the issuance of such a
guarantee is not possible or not appropriate, banks, insurer or factoring
companies may also accept “Letters of Comfort” or “Letters of Support”.
Such letters do not contain any constraint to pay on first demand and
without objection, but, if the undertaking of the issuer is strong enough,
may still be acceptable.
Another solution may consist in the securing of the buyer’s payments. This
by the request that part of its client(s)’ revenues have to be paid into
special (escrow) accounts, with limited access rights of the buyer, and
which money only is transferred to the supplier directly.
Payment securities are usually tailor made solutions, for which AIL works
closely with the supplier to find the best possible solution, mostly based
on a cost-benefit analysis for the customer.

8.

Supplier Credit vs Buyer’s credit

Various types of export financing solutions (supplier credit vs buyer’s
credit)
Export financing is mainly composed of two types of credits both backed
on SERV coverage: the buyer’s credit and the supplier’s credit. The
purpose of a buyer’s credit is to partially finance (up to 85% of the delivery
value) a delivery contract directly on the buyer’s balance sheet, secured by
the insurance coverage of SERV and funded by a bank. In certain
situations, this type of financing can be inappropriate:

7
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-

For smaller project, the transaction costs (loan & security
documentation, legal opinions, due diligence costs etc.) could be
unreasonable for the size of the project
Certain buyers prefer to conclude only one single contract (delivery
contract including financing / deferred or extended payment terms)
with one counterparty rather than have two separate contracts with two
different counterparties (delivery contract with the supplier and credit
facility agreement with a bank) in place.

In case a buyer’s credit seems not to be the appropriate solution, a
supplier credit may be a true alternative. This also against the background
that the supplier still has the possibility, subject to SERV consent, to get a
respective SERV insurance coverage in place and based on that to apply
for respective refinancing from a bank.
AIL Structured Finance has already structured and closed several supplier
credit transactions.
For example, a client in the Italian speaking part of Switzerland has
concluded a contract with an Indonesian buyer for the delivery of a
machine in the amount of approx. CHF 0.5 million. AIL tasks within the
transaction first included the reformulation of certain clauses in the delivery
contract in order to directly integrate the financing terms and conditions in
the delivery contract. Concretely, that meant that the buyer did not pay
100% of the contract amount at the time of the delivery of the machine,
but within the duration of five years in 10 half-yearly instalments.
The second task of AIL was to manage the SERV application process in the
name of the supplier. This process was started in order to get an insurance
coverage in place for the exporter’s credit risk during the delivery and the
five years repayment period. Once SERV approved the insurance of the
transaction, AIL coordinated the process on behalf of its client with the
supplier’s house bank to sell them the payment obligations of the
Indonesian buyer. AIL in cooperation with the bank involved thereby
computed the total interest amount to be paid by the buyer for the entire
credit duration (five years) and add it, together with the SERV insurance
premium due, to the amount to be paid by the buyer. The bank prepared
the corresponding payment schedule. With the customer’s signature and
the acknowledgment of its payment obligation, the buyer made this
financing effective. The beauty of such a transaction was that a) the
exporter consequently received the entire value of the delivery contract at
the time of delivery and b) due to the back-up of the SERV insurance
policy for the payment obligation of the buyer this was achieved at very
reasonable costs.
8
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However, the supplier shall be aware that such a supplier’s credit solution
also contains certain risks:
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-

-

9.

Increase of the interest rate during the delivery period: in order to
mitigate the supplier’s interest risk the supplier shall shift the risk to the
buyer either by i) including an additional (security) margin on the top of
the interest rate or alternatively ii) the delivery contract should contain
a clause allowing the adaptation of the interest rate.
In case of a default (non-payment of the buyer under the delivery
contract), the deductible of 5% under the SERV insurance must be
borne by the supplier.

Private Insurers

Managing of project specific risks with private insurers (e.g. coverage of
political and credit risks)
As an alternative to a SERV insurance covering the credit, political or preshipment risk, a cover of a private insurer can also be considered. In our
experience the private insurers in particular are a real alternative to SERV in
the following situations:
-

The Swiss content/sourcing under the delivery volume is not as big to
be eligible for a SERV cover
For EU / EFTA and OECD countries with a credit duration not
exceeding 24 months
For the tailor-made insurance of pre-shipment risks, as long as the
delivery period does not exceed a duration between 18 and 24
months.

AIL has already cooperated with several private insurers in various projects.
First, it must be stressed that every private insurer has set its own rules,
practices and policies. Quite often they have country restrictions and credit
limits and the focus may be limited to certain geographical areas. Usually
private insurers can give an indication if a cover is possible within a couple
of days. Another advantage of private insurers is that certain clauses of the
insurance policy and terms can be negotiated.
Some of the main aspects to be considered, while analysing the policy of a
private insurer:
-

Coverage: does the insurance correspond to the supplier’s need? Are
both political and commercial (risk of non-payment) covered? If not, is
the proposed coverage ratio sufficient?
9
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-

10.

Pre-shipment / manufacturing risk: is the pre-shipment / manufacturing
risk included in the cover?
What are the exclusions mentioned in the policy? In case a specific risk
which might be relevant for the project is excluded from the policy, a
corresponding cover shall be negotiated with the private insurer.
What type of project costs are covered under the pre-shipment /
manufacturing risks? Usually, only direct costs are covered, overheads
and profit margins not.

Financing Solutions as Sales Support

In many industries customers are interested to get comprehensive
solutions from the supplier and not only a machine or an equipment. After
sales service is not the single additional requirement. Overall maintenance,
but also financing of the machine or the equipment is required. It is often
challenging for SME’s to offer a suitable and integrated financing proposal
to their customers already in the phase of the bid process for the delivery
of a machine or equipment.
AIL may assist such suppliers in the submission of financing proposals. The
services may comprise in:
-

-

-

-

The evaluation of the tender requests (financing and commercial
aspects) and of project specific risks.
The suggestion of risk mitigation strategies (setting up a risk mitigation
strategy after submission of an offer may be too late).
The definition of a project / financing structure in accordance with the
needs of both the supplier and the buyer, taking into consideration the
current financial market conditions.
An informal enquiry or a formal application (for an insurance
commitment in principle) to SERV for an insurance cover of the
financing of the project.
Approaching several banks out of the AIL international banking
network to sound out the interest of the banking market for such
financing, possible restrictions and to get an indicative pricing of the
financing (interest rate, banking fees). The pre-selection of possible
banks is strictly coordinated with the supplier or possibly with the buyer
and is based on the project specificities considering the strengths of
the bank(s) in relation with the project.
The preparation of a financing outline presenting the proposed
financing solution.

Most of the above mentioned activities are not a core business of many
companies and in particular not of SME’s. If a company is not constantly
10
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active in this specific field of financing, it is hard to keep up with the
developments and possibilities in this industry and to cultivate a network
with professional business partners. Companies who run a pro-active
approach in the field of financial sales support increasingly possess a
competitive advantage over its rivals.
The individual members of the AIL team, consisting of highly-skilled
professionals, with a proven track record in international project- and
export finance, are glad to assist companies with their broad network of
industrial and financial partners and to develop appropriate financial
solutions to support exporters to be successful in a challenging market
environment.

Contact
AIL Structured Finance Ltd
Schaffhauserstr. 418
CH-8050 Zurich / Switzerland
www.ailsf.ch
Attn:
Andres Heusser
Phone: +41 43 299 62 11
Email: andres.heusser@ailsf.ch
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